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Rick Renner's book Dressed To Kill is considered by many to be a true classic on the subject of

scriptural warfare. The original version, which sold more than 400,000 copies, is a curriculum staple

in Bible schools worldwide. Now, in this new, beautifully bound hardback volume you will find: * 512

pages of reedited text * 16 pages of full-color illustrations (exclusively available in the print version.

Not available in eBook). * Questions at the end of each chapter to guide you into deeper study In

Dressed To Kill, Rick explains with exacting detail the purpose and function of each piece of Roman

armor. In the process, he describes the significance of our spiritual armor not only to withstand the

onslaughts of the enemy and but also to overturn the tendencies of the carnal mind. Furthermore,

Rick delivers a clear, scriptural presentation on the biblical definition of spiritual warfare - what it is

and what it is not. He stresses, "Your unbroken, ongoing fellowship with God is your absolute

guarantee that you are constantly and habitually dressed in the whole armor of God." When you

walk with God in deliberate, continual fellowship, He will enrobe you with Himself. Armed with the

knowledge of who you are in Him, you will be dressed and dangerous to the works of darkness,

unflinching in the face of conflict, and fully equipped to take the offensive and gain mastery over any

opposition from your spiritual foe.
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Rick Renner is a master teacher who knows how to permanently etch the Word of God into your

heart and mind with powerful images and detailed understanding of Biblical text. After reading



"Dressed to Kill," I came away with no questions, no doubts, rather with a lot more confidence in

God and the person I am in Christ. This book is a major component of my Christian book aresenal,

and one I can't recommend highly enough. GET THE BOOK! You can't afford not to! I guarantee it

will help you with ANY struggle you are facing and pre-prepare you to deal effectively with those yet

to come

I do not know what I had gotten my hands on, then I realized how blessed to be able to read this

information. It is such valued information, that anyone that desires to live rightous and to prayer for

the out pouring of the holy spirit, we need this applied to our lives........the armour of God, yes, put it

on now!

My house has Christian books everywhere, literally hundreds, and of all those, Dressed to Kill is the

best. It has helped me to understand what the Bible is telling much better by helping me see that the

Holy Spirit chose specific Greek words. We say prayer in English, but God had his scribes use a

number of different words for prayer to confer very significant nuances of meaning. If you want to be

a successful Christian warrior, read this book, read your Bible, and DO what they tell you.

I highly recommend this book to anyone who feels they are under attack by Saten. It makes alot of

sense and gets right down to the heart of the issue with solutions. This is a vary intense read but

well worth the time.

If you're looking for a book on spiritual warfare that gives practical explanation and application but

doesn't get flaky, this is the book for you.

The book Dressed to Kill was excellent. Rick Renner is a powerful writer that paints a picture of the

truth that he is writing about. He gives easy application precepts that help to make all that you read,

a point that can be practically applied in daily life to be well-equipped for battle every day-and to win

that battle.

Dressed to Kill is an amazingly awesome resource. Mr Renner's exposition of Greek words is a very

necessary and helpful additive to any book. If you're ready to resist the devil, dressed in your

spiritual weapons, do purchase this resource, if not please stay away from it. Knowledge always

producing greater attack from the enemy, but know this, the greater the suffering the greater the



blessing from God.Pastor Brenda

Insightful, as always, by Pastor Rick Renner! Every Christian needs to have their armor on 24/7 in

this day & age!
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